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Disclaimer

This presentation is neither an offer to purchase, underwrite, subscribe for, or otherwise acquire nor a solicitation or

invitation to sell or otherwise dispose of any Fortum or Uniper shares.

The definite terms and conditions of the takeover offer for shares in Uniper (“Offer”), as well as further provision concerning

the Offer, will be published in an offer document only after the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) has

granted permission to publish such offer document. Investors and holders of shares in Uniper are strongly advised to read

the offer document and all other relevant documents regarding the Offer when they become available, since they will

contain important information.

Past performance is no guidance to future performance. To the extent this presentation contains forward-looking

statements, such statements do not represent facts and are characterized by words like “will”, “expect”, “believe”,

“estimate”, “intend”, “aim”, “assume”. Such forward-looking statements are based on current plans, opinions, intentions,

estimates or forecasts and do not claim to be correct in the future. Forward-looking statements are subject to risks and

uncertainties and the actual events may differ materially. Fortum does not assume an obligation to update any forward-

looking statement. Persons needing advice should consult an independent adviser.
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• Fortum has entered into a transaction agreement with E.ON 

regarding E.ON’s 46.65% shareholding in Uniper

• Fortum intends to launch a voluntary Public Takeover Offer (“Offer”) 

for shares in Uniper

• Fortum intends to become a long-term strategic and constructive 

partner to Uniper
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• Transaction delivers on Fortum’s vision and strategy, investing in a diversified European 

generator with attractive hydro assets and a platform for growth

• Transaction contributes towards stable and sustainable dividends for Fortum’s shareholders

• Fortum and Uniper have the strategic mix of assets and expertise required to successfully 

drive Europe’s transition from conventional to cleaner and more secure energy

• Fortum intends to be an active, supportive and reliable shareholder, committed to protecting 

the core interests of Uniper’s employees and other stakeholders 

• An attractive opportunity for Uniper shareholders to realise immediate and certain value, fully 

reflecting the prolonged takeover speculation

A powerful combination to drive European energy transition



Transaction highlights 

• Fortum to launch an all cash Offer for all outstanding Uniper shares

– Total value of EUR 22 per share, which includes an expected dividend of Uniper of EUR 0.69 per share for 2017

• 36% premium to the price at the end of May, prior to speculation on a potential transaction

• 120% premium to the initial trading price post spin-off

– No minimum acceptance threshold

– Offer will be subject to competition and regulatory approvals

– Offer provides immediate and certain value to Uniper shareholders

• Total value corresponds to a total equity value of approximately EUR 3.76 billion for E.ON’s 46.65% shareholding in Uniper and 

approximately EUR 8.05 billion for 100% of Uniper shares

Key offer 

terms

Financials

• Offer financed by existing cash resources and committed credit facilities

• Barclays is underwriting 100% of credit facilities, including ongoing liquidity requirements

• Fortum will account for Uniper as an associated company unless control according to IFRS is attained

• EBITDA, cash flow and EPS effect on Fortum’s results will depend on the final outcome of the Offer
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Agreement 

with E.ON

• Fortum and E.ON have signed a transaction agreement regarding E.ON’s 46.65% shareholding in Uniper

• E.ON has the right to tender into the Offer in early 2018 at the same total value as all other shareholders

• If E.ON does not tender its shares:

– Fortum will have the right to sell to E.ON any Uniper shares acquired in connection with the Offer 

– Fortum will receive a compensation payment from E.ON of at least 20% of the total equity value of E.ON's stake in 

Uniper
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Sep-2016 Dec-2016 Mar-2017 Jun-2017 Sep-2017

Uniper share price Avg. broker target price DAX STOXX 600 Europe Utilities RWE ex innogy

Brokers start discussing Uniper as a potential 

takeover target

Attractive opportunity for Uniper shareholders to capture major 
increase in Uniper share price
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(EUR)

Total value
at EUR 22.00 

Intensive market 

speculation 2)Spin-off 1)

__________________________
Source: Factset as of 19-Sep-2017. Note: Cut-off date as of 19-Sep-2017 (closing price), the day prior to Fortum‘s and E.ON‘s leakage announcement; 10% share price increase and 3% increase in broker target price from 19-Sep-2017 to 25-Sep-2017     
1) Open Price of €10 at Spin-off   2) Rumours first appeared end of May; premium calculated based on a price adjusted for dividends (€0.55 pre ex-dividend date) 3) Adjusted for dividends (€0.55 pre ex-dividend date)  4) Factset broker consensus 5) 
Rebased on Uniper
All premiums adjusted for possible dividends paid

1 2

1 2
Broker target at

EUR 19.913
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4) 5) 5)

+20%

+5%

(EUR)

Spot price at

EUR 21.06 1)

(+110%)

A

3)

B

11% premium
19 September 2017

120% premium
12 September 2016

36% premium
End of May 2017

Current price levels

exceed broker expectations

5)

+49%

+6%

Intense market speculation starts following a 

Bloomberg article on a potential transaction 

11 January 2017 

End of  May 2017 

A

B



Fortum is driving the change towards a cleaner world

• Experienced hydro and nuclear operator, and largest electricity retailer in the 

Nordics

• A leading power and heat generator in Russia

• Provider of sustainable heating, cooling and circular economy solutions like 

waste to energy and biomass

• Growing in solar and wind

• Innovative solutions responding to the rapid technology development and 

changes in consumer behaviour

• A forerunner in sustainability with 96% of power generation in the EU CO2-free

• Employs approximately 9,000 professionals in the Nordic and Baltic countries, 

Russia, Poland and India

• Listed company with stable and long-term oriented ownership structure
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2016 sales by segment (EUR)

Total

3.6bn 1)

Generation

1.6bn

Russia 0.9bn

City

Solutions

0.8bn

Other

0.1bn

Total

1.0bn 2)

Generation

527m

Russia 

312m

City 

Solutions

186m

____________________________
1) Includes Netting of Nord Pool transactions and other eliminations of €-466mn in total  
2) Includes Other of €-61mn 

Consumer 

Solutions 

0.7bn

Consumer 

Sol. 55m

2016 comp. EBITDA by segment (EUR)



Uniper is present across Europe and Russia

• Uniper has ~300 power plants, 200 of 

which are hydro power

• Total capacity: ~38 GW

• Power generation: ~139 TWh

• Power generation primarily driven by 

hydro, nuclear and thermal sources

• Integrated gas midstream assets

• Employees: ~13,000
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Gas power plants (area where located)

Coal / Lignite power plants (area where located)

Hydro power plants (area where located)

Nuclear power plant

Other (area where located)

Uniper’s geographic presence

Gas storage (area where located)

Gas midstream assets

Note: Capacity as per accounting view

Germany
28%

Sweden
13%

UK
17%

France
6%

Benelux
8%

Hungary
1%

Russia
28%

Capacity split by country



Uniper provides security of supply for European energy 
transition
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European 

Generation

Global 

Commodities

International 

Power

• One of the largest European generation owners of mainly 

dispatchable generation capacity

• Significant hydro and nuclear capacity

• Strong capabilities in construction, operations and maintenance

• Large part of revenues driven by trading activities 

• A leading physical energy trader with global footprint, including 400 

TWh long term gas contracts portfolio

• Large gas midstream business

• Number 3 privately-owned Russian generation company

• 5 condensing power plants, representing some of the most efficient 

thermal power generation assets in Russia

• Earnings profile partly driven by capacity payments

2016 sales by segment (EUR)

2016 adj. EBITDA by segment (EUR)

European Generation    

6.8bn International 

Power 1.1bn

Global 

Commodities

66.5bn

Total

67.3bn 1)

European 

Generation 

654m

International

Power 201m

Global 

Commodities

1,342m

Total

2.1bn 2)

Yuzhno Russkoye

114m 3)

____________________________
1) Includes intersegment sales of €7.1bn
2) Total EBITDA includes admin and consolidation costs (-€189mn)
3) Sale of Yuzno Russkoye is expected to be completed by the end of 2017



Uniper and Fortum – two highly complementary businesses
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3.6 GW of which 1.6 GW in Sweden 

and 2.0 GW in Germany
4.6 GW Nordic hydro portfolio

1.9 GW Swedish nuclear portfolio
3.0 GW Nordic nuclear portfolio, 

world class track record in availability

10.7 GW power production portfolio, 

among most efficient operators 

4.5 GW power and 9.9 GW heat portfolio and 

strong renewables pipeline, most modern fleet

~22 GW power production portfolio in 

Central Europe and UK
Growing power and heat player in Poland

Wind and solar in France, limited biomass

Growing in wind and solar, among EU’s largest 

bioenergy companies, strong growth in waste, 

consumer business and e-mobility

Large power and fuel trading, significant 

mid-stream assets

Strong competence in asset 

optimization and trading

Hydro

Nordic nuclear

Russia

European generation

Trading and mid-stream 

gas business

Renewables, waste and 

consumer business

____________________________________________
Note: Uniper capacities presented represent accounting view.



From the year 2000…                                                                                                          …2040...
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Europe is transitioning to a low carbon energy system

Share of

Renewables 1)

De-regulation

• Initial wind and solar investments

• Centralised production

• Mainly conventional sources

Transition

• Increasing wind and solar investments

• Partially de-centralised production

• Gradually phasing out coal

Clean and secure energy

• Wind and solar as mainstream

• High degree of decentralised production

• Large amount of flexible storage 

(short-term and seasonal)

Transition challenges security of supply

Investments required in

Flexibility Storage Transmission

__________________________
1) Source: Share of renewables in EU electricity mix; Fortum estimate for EU-28 countries
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We drive productivity and 

industry transformation

We grow in solar and wind

We create solutions for 

sustainable cities

We build new energy 

ventures

The transaction 

delivers on our 

strategy



Major step in implementing Fortum’s 2-phase growth strategy
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Phase 1 
Maximising cash flow through acquisitions 

Phase 2
Positioning for the future energy system

• Generation consolidation in Europe

• Growth in City Solutions and 

Consumer Solutions

• Accelerate investments in solar and 

wind

• Strong digital investments, including 

new consumer services

• Invest in new ways of providing 

flexibility

• Invest in new disruptive technologies 

throughout the value chain

Phase 1 criteria

 Investing in businesses we know 

and have competences in

 Close to our home markets

 Existing cash flow



• Delivers on Fortum’s, disciplined capital redeployment strategy and investment criteria

• Uniper has a:

– Strong EBITDA

– Strong operating profit

– Strong net profit

– Strong dividends

• EV/EBITDA multiple of 6.2x based on consensus estimates for 2018

• Contributes towards a stable and sustainable dividend for Fortum’s shareholders

• EBITDA and cash flow contribution, EPS effect on Fortum’s results, will depend on the final 

outcome of the Offer

An attractive investment for Fortum shareholders

14 1) Source: www.uniper.energy

2) Dividend for 2018 to be paid in 2019

Broker consensus median for 2018 1)

Adj. EBITDA 1,539

Adj. EBIT 908

Net profit 589

Dividend 2) 263



Next steps
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26 SEP Announcement of intention to launch public takeover offer

Submit offer documents to the German Federal Financial Supervision Authority (BaFin) 

Publication of offer documents 

10-week acceptance period commences

JAN 2018 Acceptance period ends

Mid 2018 Regulatory approvals expected

Mid 2018 Transaction closing expected

www.powerful-combination.com



• Two stable European companies, working towards benefiting Europe

• Committed to working closely with Uniper management 

• Fully supportive of Uniper management’s declared strategy to focus on further 
value creation

• Will honor all existing commitments Uniper has made towards their employees

• Both companies and their stakeholders will greatly benefit
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A long-term shareholder and constructive partner for Uniper



Thank you


